
Date 

May 2019 

Result area 1 IMPACT/OUTCOME/OUTPUT
SROL Outcome

Indicator Baseline + year Target Result Source

1.1 No. and % of beneficiaries who report having received positive service provision by formal and informal authorities with regard to human security 0
70

n/a (only measured at the end) IOM project second interim report 2018

Indicator Baseline + year Target Result Source

1.1 – 1.2 No. of (formal & informal) institutions strengthened (in terms of responsiveness to needs and rights of the population) 0 47 (new project) 51 IOM Community Policing final report 2013-2017 + first project  interim report July-Dec 2017

# of police officers trained 0 5850 (old + new project) cumulative result old project total: 5,792 Police (F 281/M 5,511) IOM Community Policing final report 2013-2017 + first project  interim report July-Dec 2017

# of active participants in interactive social activities [between police and community] (disaggregated by target group, by sex) 0 2750 (new project) 7,591 (F 1,150 / 6,441 M) IOM Community Policing final report 2013-2017 + first project  interim report July-Dec 2017

Result area 2 IMPACT/OUTCOME/OUTPUT
SROL Output

ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS

Indicator Baseline + year Target Result Source

2.2. No. of inclusive law reform initiatives advanced with NL support, that are relevant for Rule of Law, human rights protection, access to and administration 
of justice

0
2

1 JSSP Annual report + overview results 28-02-2019

Number of milestones achieved in reforms processes ongoing within the Supreme Court supported through JSSP 0 5 JSSP Annual report + overview results 28-02-2019

Number of changes adopted to the curriculum and training methodology of the Judicial Training Center 0 3 JSSP Annual report + overview results 28-02-2019

JTC strategic plan 2018 – 2024 reflects the recommendation of the Organizational Assessment and the Work Process Assessment conducted by SSR 
(RENSTRA)

0
1

1 JSSP Annual Report

Indicator Baseline + year Target Result Source

2.2 No. of institutions strengthened (in terms of fairness, effectiveness, accountability or independence) 0
2

8 JSSP Annual report + overview results 28-02-2019, STUNED IV report

Number of products produced contributing to increased judicial skills 0
5

5 JSSP Annual report  

Number of scholarships provided in the field of Security & Rule of Law (short course and master) 29 STUNED V report

Result area 3 IMPACT/OUTCOME/OUTPUT
SROL Output

Name Actual expenditure in 2018 Name organisation Channel Department/Embassy
Policy Support Fund 26028,75 Pricewaterhousecoopers Jakarta Research Institute and companies Embassy
Judicial Sector Support Fund 543125 CILC NGO Embassy
Rule of Law Progam 661751 IDLO Multilateral Organisation Embassy

Legal Aid for Women 0 Asosiasi Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Apik NGO Embassy
STUNED V Rule of Law Sector 954700 Nuffic NESO Research Institute and companies Embassy
Community Policing in Papua and Maluku 963121,28 IOM Multilateral Organisation Embassy
Security & Rule of Law Strategic Fund 59355,8 various various Embassy

Activity Implemented by

The fact that less finances were needed for the 47 target Community Policing Fora, meant that more attention could be given to the replication for a and provide them with some accompaniment as well. 

RESULT AREA

ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS

Assessment of the results achieved across the entire result area 2

Assess achieved results compared to planning: B. Results achieved as planned

To what extent have the outcomes for this result area been achieved? The Judicial Sector Support Program of the Netherlands has been working on achieving reforms in the legal sector in Indonesia, working together with the Supreme Court of Indonesia and the Judicial Training Center (the 
organisation that trains all new judges, like RAIO, as well as existing judges). In the course of 2017, after years of a hiring stop, 1600 new judges were recruited. Studiecentrum Rechtspleging in 2017 accompanied JTC in the 
complete overhaul of their training methodology and curriculum. In 2017 the M&E tools for the trainers and were developed, which in summary means that a much more consistent and independent monitoring of the progress of 
the new judges is in place. Also a start was made with the development of e-learning modules. JTC has acknowledged the need to increase the possibility for judges to attend trainings. Whereas in 2017 just 3,000 judges could 
be trained, it has set the target to train 30,000 judges by 2024, meaning that the training exposure for judges increases from 1x/10 years to 1x/year.
In the collaboration between Hoge Raad and the Supreme Court, several reforms were developed to ensure that consistency of decisions in the chamber system is improved. One of the main changes that was adopted in 2017 
is a standard format for rulings, which will facilitate quicker ruling,  analysis, and allow for the use of caselaw in university studies and by other lower courts. This will smoothen closer monitoring through the legal community and 
increase accountability of the judiciary.
Furthermore the long term planning of the Supreme Court (2018-2022) has adopted several recommendations from the Hoge Raad.
Through the cooperation with the Raad voor de Rechtspraak, the ministry of finance has adopted a decree to allow for performance based budgeting on direct operational costs at the MA for criminal case handling. This will 
enable the MA to compare the financial performance of the handling of criminal cases for all the 382 general courts in Indonesia (district + appellate courts)

Implications for planning.

2.2 Legal frameworks are revised and justice institutions are more able to perform their tasks independently, fairly, effectively, accountably, and in better coordination
RESULT AREA

n/a

Several activities were carried out in collaboration with the Supreme Court of Indonesia and the Judicial Training Center. For example, the JTC was accompanied in the development two new training modules (spokesperson 
training and advanced leadership training), using a student centered approach with a focus on skills development (vs a more traditional teacher centered approach focusing on knowledge acquiry). Furthermore numerous 
coaching and accompaniment sessions were carried out by the Raad voor de Rechtspraak to support the Supreme Court to adopt a performance based budgetting system.  

Under STUNED, trainings were provided for the anti-corruption Commission (KPK), Ombudsman, Parliament, Cyberdesk, the Directorate General of Spatial Development Control and Land Tenure and the Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights. 29 scholarships were provided to a selected number of excellent students and professionals in the field of security and rule of law, 24 masters and 5 short courses. 

Reasons for result achieved. The JSSP is in its final years after a long term in-depth investment into relations between the Indonesian Supreme Court and JTC on the one hand, and Hoge Raad, SSR and Raad voor de Rechtspraak on the other hand. The 
fact that it builds on such a long relation, means that the institutions work on the basis of a high level of trust, and on the basis of experts among themselves. While earlier in the program some of the suggested changes required 
time to sink in, and to get a support base on the Indonesian side, the institutions on the Indonesian side have fully embraced the reforms suggested. In 2017 therefore the first changes to the trainings of judges and functioning 
of the chamber system of the supreme court have been made, to reduce the flow of caselaw, improve the consistency of rulings, and have a higher quality of judges training. This lead to even more substantial progress in 2018. 

2.1 Increased awareness of rights and use of fair and effective formal and informal justice systems by citizens from all groups

To what extent have the outputs for this result area been achieved? 

Implications for planning.

To what extent have the outcomes for this result area been achieved? The Netherlands supports a project that specifically aims to increase the access to justice for marginalized people in target communities in 7 provinces in Indonesia. Core to the program is to assist people to get legal identity 
papers, that enable them to obtain government services, voting rights, land certificate, inheritance etc. The program also aims to sensitize community leaders (often male) on the problems of child marriage, which is especially 
problematic in West Nusa Tenggara. In 2017, the number of beneficiaries who succeeded in getting their basic rights is larger that the first assessment of 2015 (724) and progress has continued compared to 2016. Additionally, 
numerous cases were still in different phases of obtaining the requested rights, e.g. as a decision was taken already to provide marriage certificates for a number of people, but certificate itself was not yet obtained. The effect of 
h  i h  hi d  b d h  b  f h  di  b fi i  i lf  F  l  i  2017  h   400 ddi i l  h  i l d 1799  d h d  h  6000  ( b  f h i  f ili )   

In the first period of the new phase of the project (July-December 2017), IOM facilitated 12 activities between the Police and the communities in Maluku, Papua and Papua Barat.  These activities were designed to enhance the 
quality of engagement and at the same time serves as a medium to also improve the level of trust between police and community. The events are also considered as a way where people can meet in a semi-formal setting. 
Between 1 October 2016 and 31 December 2017 (i.e. the last part of the previous phase, and the first part of the new phase) there were 7,591 people involved in the interactive social activities of the Community Policing fora, 
such as social interaction with children of school drop-outs, village cleanings, discussions between community members on community policing and community policing officers’ roles, community activities to commemorate 
national heroes day. The total number for the people participating in all community policing activities is higher and monitored per calender year (2017/ 9832, 2018/ 10419). 

ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS

To what extent have the outcomes for this result area been achieved? The Netherlands supports the implementation of higher quality community policing in the provinces Papua, West-Papua and Maluku. Community policing is carried out all over Indonesia, while this program seeks to improve 
the quality of the approach in the target provinces, among others by creating Community Policing Fora which compose of community members, local government and police. The last phase of the project (July 2017-June 2019) 
is aimed ensuring that police, communities and local government take increasing ownership of the approach, towards a gradual phasing out. This also includes a gradual phasing out of the finances, which should be taken over 
by local authorities. It is an ongoing process that is expected to steadily reduce the role of IOM staff in the day to day community policing implementation in the field. In the first reporting periode (July-Dec 2017) the funding 
received from alternative source (community, police or local government) reached on average 32% for the CPF meetings, and 73% for interactive social community activities. Since the start of the first phase of the program 51 
community policing fora have been set up, and intensively accompanied, to serve as pilots and examples for other areas. In the program areas, so far in total another 173 community policing fora have been set up following the 
example of the pilot project, of which 69 can be considered active (Active CPF if fulfilling one or more of these criteria: regularly meet, conduct problem solving activity, the CPF have organization structure, operationally funded 
(either from Village fund/community contribution) ). 


To what extent have the outputs for this result area been achieved? 

Assessment of the results achieved across the entire result area 1

Assess achieved results compared to planning: A. Results achieved better than planned

Reasons for result achieved. The handing over (financially and in terms of ownership as a whole) of the CPF approach in the intervention areas has been progressing well. While the current phase aims that the finances will be covered by the local 
authorities themselves, the fact that during the first half a year of the project already 32% of the CPF meetings and 73% of the social activities were self-financed was above expectation. 

RESULT AREA
1.1.4 Support to community-based security sector providers to strengthen effective, accountable and responsive to the citizens and government
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Embassy of the Kingdom of The Netherlands, Jakarta, Indonesia 15 sept 2017- 15 sept 2018
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